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For his 
profound impact on popular music and American culture, marked by lyrical 
compositions of  extraordinary poetic power
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 Blood on the Tracks 
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made his songwriting possible, even inevitable
The Editorial Board, 2016, 
October 13
You just do it subliminally and unconsciously, because that’s all enough, and that’s all you 
know. That was all that was dear to me. They were the only kinds of  songs that made 
sense. Bob Dylan, quoted in The Editorial Board, 2016, October 13
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This Nobel acknowledges what we’ve long sensed to be true: that Mr. Dylan is among the 
most authentic voices America has produced, a maker of  images as audacious and 
resonant as anything in Walt Whitman or Emily Dickinson. Garner, 2016, October 13
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But Mr. Dylan’s work  with its iambics, its clackety-clack rhymes, and its scattergun 
images,  as the critic Robert Christgau wrote  has its own kind of  emblematic verbal 
genius. His diction, focus and tone are those of  a caustically gifted word man; his metrical 
dexterity is everywhere apparent. He is capable of  rhetorical organization; more often he 
scatters his rhetoric like seed, or like curses. Garner, 2016, October 13
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But there’s no question that Mr. Dylan has created a great American songbook of  his 
own: an e pluribus unum of  high-flown and down-home, narrative and imagistic, erudite 
and earthy, romantic and cutting, devout and iconoclastic, finger-pointing and oracular, 
personal and universal, compassionate and pitiless. His example has taught writers of  all 
sorts  not merely poets and novelists  about strategies of  both pinpoint clarity 
and anyone’s-guess free association, of  telegraphic brevity and ambiguous, kaleidoscopic 
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postmodern pioneer one-man internet
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constantly recharging his reputation, as if  he 
hadn’t already earned it all  Pareles Pareles, 2016, October 13
 Pareles 
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Mr. Dylan’s place in literature  the way he drew his very individual, paradigm-shifting 
radicalism from folk music’s memory, its imaginative preservation of  tradition  was 
clear long before the literary establishment deigned to recognize him. The Nobel doesn’t 
have to certify Mr. Dylan; half  a century of  literature and songwriting have heard him and 
responded. Long before the prizes started rolling in, he had already rewired our minds. 
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The Freewheelin  Bob Dylan 1963 The Times They Are a-Changin 1964 Bringing It 
All Back Home 1965 Highway 61 Revisited 1965 Blonde on Blonde 1966
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 Jon Pareles postmodern
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